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PUMP UP THE 
VOLUME Dragon!y 

Salon’s Max Sanchez 
creates longer-lasting 

locks that defy gravity.

You have protected your wedding day décor and guests 
against inclement weather—tents, alternate venue 
options, spare umbrellas—so why not invest in some 
insurance for your own look?
 !ink of hairpieces as the key to giving your 
wedding day hairstyle superpowers, making your tresses 
impervious to humidity, with the volume to defy gravity. 
Kyoko Akins of Dragonfly Salon (404.815.6702, 
dragonflythesalon.com), the Westside mecca of beauty, says, 
“We have a lot of clients who want Victoria’s Secret hair, 
and most of them don’t realize a lot [of what they’re 
seeing] is the extensions.” Extensions give brides the 
volume, movement and length that our own hair just 
doesn’t have on its own, all while making it appear 
full and healthy. !e pieces can even be cut to blend 
perfectly with your current style. 
 Max Sanchez, who has styled the likes of Paris 
Hilton and Queen Rania of Jordan and campaigns for 
Versace and Dolce & Gabbana, is one of the salon’s 
star artisans. He’s not only in high demand with jet-
setters and the world’s preeminent fashion designers, 
he’s also one of Dragonfly’s most requested wedding 
stylists. No wonder: What bride doesn’t want to feel 
like a glamorous A-lister for her big day?   
 Even the process should feel like a celebration, 
with Akins suggesting that many brides arrive for 
their no-strings-attached, complimentary consult with 

Champagne, girlfriends and photos of “likes” and “dislikes” 
in tow. !e first meeting is of paramount importance, 
giving the style guru the opportunity to craft a look 
that suits the bride’s every wish and, perhaps most 
importantly, set an accurate price. Dragonfly builds 
the cost of the hair “augmentation” into the price of the 
finished product, either in-salon or on location. !ere 
are no surprises, alleviating any undo stress the bride 
might feel in the salon. “!is should be a fun part of the 
wedding day!” adds Akins.
 While Akins insists on using natural hairpieces, 
others, such as head wedding stylist Garri Johnson of Steve 
Hightower Salon (404.264.9006, stevehightower. com) 
are willing to use synthetic hair, which can be a more 
a"ordable way to achieve that thick, luxurious look. 
 In either case, the stylist matches the hairpieces to 
your exact hair color, taking into consideration natural 
tones, highlights and texture. !e whole experience is 
completely customizable, allowing the bride to use clip-
in pieces (which are easily removed and economical) 
for cascading locks, small pieces creating extra volume 
for straight-down or side-swept bangs, pieces to add 
texture to a stunning updo, or extensions sewn in for 
a look with more longevity. No longer the artificial-
looking attachments of yesteryear, hairpieces today 
o"er brides a way to ensure their look is flawless from 
start to finish. 
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Hair Comes the Bride 
All set? Enhance and extend your big-day beauty with a chic hairpiece— 

and a little coi$ng from Atlanta’s tress pros  |  By Jennifer Bradley  |


